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We consider the semilinear Volterra integrodifferential equation 
u’(t) + A(r) u(t) = 
s 
’ a(t, s) g(s, u(s)) ds 
10 
+A4 u(t)), ta to, 
u(to)=u,. 
We assume that for each t 2 0, the linear operator A(t) is the negative generator of 
an analytic semigroup in a Banach space X. The nonlinear operator g(t, .) is 
Lipschitz continuous on the domain of A(0) into X and the forcing term f(r, u) 
satisfies a Holder condition in both variables. We prove existence of solutions in the 
Banach space X and uniqueness of solutions when X is a Hilbert space. We also 
consider an example where A(t) = A, a(t, s) = a(t-s) and show that the 
corresponding solutions u(l, x) converge as f  + + co to a solution u(x) of a related 
semilinear elliptic boundary value problem. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. IN~-R~DUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study the Volterra integrodifferential 
equation 
u’(t) + A(t) u(t) = St a(t, s) g(s, u(s)) ds 
IO 
+ f(G u(t)), 2 2 to a 0, (1.1) 
u(t,) = &J. (1.2) 
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We assume that for each t> 0, the linear operator A(t) is the negative 
generator of an analytic semigroup in a Banach space A’. Equation (1.1) 
represents an abstract formulation of many kinds of partial integrodifferen- 
tial equations of parabolic type. These types of equations arise frequently in 
the study of natural phenomena where certain memory effects are taken 
into account. In [23] equations of the type (1.1) are derived in the study of 
heat flow in materials with memory. In this study the integral term is deter- 
mined to be of the form a(t, s) g(s, u(s)) = a(t -s) Au(s), where a(t) is a 
scalar valued function and -A is nonlinear and accretive. This particular 
formulation has been investigated by several authors [24,7, S] and a 
broad range of results on global existence and asymptotic behavior of 
solutions have been obtained. 
We study (l.l), (1.2) in the case when the nonlinear operator g(t, .) is 
Lipschitz continuous on the domain of A(0) into X, with respect to the 
graph norm of A(0). We also assume that the operator f is defined on 
R x X, into X and satisfies a Holder condition of the form 
lIf(c Y1)-f(c Y*)II ~W-4"+ IIYI-YZII;~. (1.3) 
Here II.II denotes the norm on X, 11. /IV denotes the norm on A’, = 
D(AV(0)), the domain of the fractional power operator Ap(0), and q, y, p 
are positive constants satisfying 0 < Fj, y < 1, 0 < p < 1. 
The main contributions of our work are a new existence proof which 
allows for a weakening of the conditions assumed on fin the treatments 
[ 18,271 and a new result on the asymtotic behavior of solutions for a 
special case of (1.1). In [ 18,271 the operator f is required to map R x X, 
into X, and satisfy a Lipschitz condition of the type 
IIf~~,v,~-f~~~Yz~IIp~~~~~IIYI-~*ll~~ (1.4) 
Then the existence result is proved by first obtaining a unique solution of 
an approximate Cauchy problem 
u:(t) + A(t) u,(t) = j,; 4~ s) As, u,(s)) ds 
+f(c o(t)), tato, 
u,(to) = uo, 
(1.5) 
where v(t) is chosen from a closed, bounded, convex subset of an 
appropriate Banach space. Next a mapping K is defined by K(u) = u, and 
the Contraction Mapping Principle is employed to obtain a fixed point of 
K. This approach is feasable because of the extra smoothness on f(t, u) 
implied by the assumption ( 1.4). Under our weaker assumption (1.3) it no 
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longer seems possible to prove that K is a contraction mapping and instead 
we employ the Schauder Fixed Point Theorem. The major technical 
difficulty to overcome in our approach is to prove the continuity of the 
mapping K. Thus an estimate of the type 
II K(u,) - K(Q) II c([ro,r];xl) G c II 01 - 02 IIyc([~o.T,;x&J + 6 (1.6) 
is needed. We are able to obtain such an estimate for a special class of 
functions u(t) in C( [to, T]; X,). Roughly speaking, an estimate of the form 
(1.6) is necessitated by a lack of smoothness on f: 
When condition (1.3) is replaced by the stronger assumption 
IIf~~~Yr~-f~~,~~~II~~(l~-~I”+lI~, -YzllJ (1.3)’ 
our methods do not automatically imply that the solution is unique. We 
are able to obtain uniqueness only in the case when X is a Hilbert space. 
We accomplish this by slightly modifying some ideas of Friedman [ 151 
concerning differential inequalities. 
At this point we would like to mention a recent result of Fitzgibbon 
[ 131 concerning existence and asymptotic behavior for a class of semilinear 
Volterra equations. The forcing term in [13] shares a similar assumption 
as (1.4) but the integral term cannot be defined on the domain of A and in 
the example treated in [ 13, p. 2701 the integral term is of lower order than 
A. J. Milota and H. Petzeltova [22] studied a Volterra integrodifferential 
equation of the type (1.1 ), (1.2) in the autonomous case A = A(r) with the 
forcing term f(t, u,) containing delays depending on U. But the regularity 
assumptions they impose ((H3), p. 273) require that the range off lie in 
some fractional power space X, for /? > 0. E. Sinestrari [25] and 
A. Lunardi and E. Sinestari [20] have studied existence, uniqueness, and 
continuous dependence for a more general problem 
u’(t) = f(t, u(t)) + j; g(c s, U(J)) A + cp(f), t 2 0, 
(1.7) 
u(0) = x. 
In [25] the assumptions on (1.7) are similar to ours for g(t, s, U) but 
require, among other hypotheses, that the Frechet derivative f,(t, U) exist 
and generate an analytic semigroup in X. Also this problem is solved only 
in certain Banach spaces X which have the maximal regularity property for 
the linearized equation. In [20] this problem is considered again for 
general Banach spaces X. By making use of the space h”(0, r; X) of little 
Holder continuous functions, the authors are able to solve (1.7) for strong 
solutions u(t) provided f(t, U) and g(t, s, u) are sufficiently regular in the 
variables s, t, U. In their applications the authors solve nonlinear partial 
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integrodifferential equations of Volterra type in spaces C(Q) of continuous 
functions on Q with the supremum norm. 
In the last part of the paper, we consider the asymptotic behavior for a 
special case of ( 1.1 ), ( 1.2) where A = A(t) does not depend on t and 
a(t, s) g(s, U(S)) = a(t - .F)( -Au(s) + gO(u(s))). Specifically, A will be the 
realization of a second order, formally self-adjoint, elliptic operator in 
LP(R). The kernel function a(t) satisfies certain frequency type conditions 
while go(u) is monotone increasing, Lipschitz continuous and satisfies a 
growth condition depending on the dimension n. Our approach follows 
some methods and ideas of Engler [ 10, 1 l] concerning parabolic 
integrodifferential equations of Volterra type. In [ 1 l] Engler considers the 
initial-boundary value problem 
u,(r,X)-Adu(r,x)+jru(r-s)g(u(s))ds 
0 
= At, xl, in R+xQ, (1.8) 
u( t, x) = 0, if (t,x)ER+ xiX2, (1.9) 
40, x) = SJ, if xEQ. (1.10) 
Although the proofs are sketchy, conditions are imposed on the kernel a(t) 
and the scalar function g(u) so that each solution of (1.8)-(1.10) converges 
in W’*‘(sZ) to a stationary solution U of 
-AU(x) + ug(U(x)) = J(x), if ~~52, 
U(x) = 0, if XE~S~, 
where a = f; a(t) dr and s(x) = lim, _ oo f( r, x). 
A much more detailed study of (1.8)-( 1.10) is made in [lo] by Engler in 
the case when a( r -s) g(u(s)) = g(r - s, U(S)). To briefly summarize some of 
the results on asymptotic behavior, it is assumed in [lo] that g(s, u), 
(ag/&)(s, u), are continuous on IR + x R and g(s, U) + 0 as s + cc for all 
u E R. Also the function s + (ag/&)(s, U) is absolutely continuous for all 
UE R and there is a constant k>O such that the function 
is nondecreasing for all s 2 0. If we let 
G(s, u) = j; ds, r) dr 
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then it is assumed that both G(s, U) and -(~G/&)(s, U) are convex in u for 
all s 2 0. The set Q c R” is a bounded domain with smooth boundary and 
if n >/ 3 then g(s, U) satisfies the growth condition 
I do, u)l d C(lulY+ l), UER, 
where C > 0 is constant and 0 < q < (n + 2)/(n - 2). Finally g(s, 0) = 0 for 
all s > 0 and the forcing term f(t, X) satisfies 
fEL”((O, a)xQ), $-E L'(0, T; L*(Q)) 
for every T> 0 and 
for an appropriate constant 6 >O. If the initial function u0 belongs to 
B’@(Q) n W$*(sZ) then Engler proves that the solution u(t, x) converges 
in the norm of C’(o) to a stationary solution ii(x) of 
-Mx) + p g( s, U(x))ds=f(x), XESZ, 
U(x) = 0, if XE~B. 
In our study of asymptotic behavior we obtain similar results to those 
cited above using similar hypotheses. The main difference in this work is 
that the integral term is allowed to have partial derivatives of the same 
order as A. This introduces added difficulties in the analysis which we over- 
come by means of an interpolation inequality in Lemma 3 and an energy 
inequality due to Engler. This energy inequality is stated in [ 10, p. 17; 11, 
p. 1641 for a single function but we give an extension in Lemma 3 to a set 
of n + 1 functions {Q, vi, . . . . u,}. 
Finally, we remark that there has been much work done on the general 
theory of integrodifferential equations in Banach spaces of the type con- 
sidered here. Among the many possible references employing methods 
similar to ours we mention the works of Friedman and Shinbrot [16], Da 
Prato and Iannelli [9], Chen and Grimmer [6], and Grimmer [17] on 
the linear theory, and Webb [26] and Fitzgibbon [12] on semilinear 
problems. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a complex Banach space with norm II.11 and let {,4(z): 
0 < t < T} be a family of closed linear operator in X satisfying the following 
assumptions: 
(A 1) The domain D(A) of A(t) is dense in X and does not depend 
on t. 
(A2) For each t E [0, T] the resolvent R(;I; ,4(t)) exists for all 
Re A d 0 and there is constant C > 0 such that 
(A3) There is a constant C > 0 and a number a, 0 < CI < 1, such that 
if t, s, z belong to [0, T] then 
II CA(t)--4s)l Ap’(t)ll <Clt-sl”. 
(A4) The operator A -r(O) is completely continuous in X. 
Let Y(X) denote the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators on 
X. Then -A(s) is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup 
{e- ‘A(s): t 3 0} in Z(X) for each 0 <s < T. Moreover, there exists positive 
constants C and 6 such that 
11 e-‘A’x)/I < ce-“I, tao, (2.1) 
CeC6’ 
llA(s) e-fA(s)II <-, 
t 
t > 0, (2.2) 
for all 0 < s < T. For each p> 0 the fractional power A -“(t) exists and is 
given by 
It is known that A-“(t) is a one-one, bounded linear operator on X. We 
define positive fractional powers of ,4(t) by A”(t)= [A-‘(t)]-‘. Then 
Ap(t) is a closed linear operator with dense domain D(A’(t)) in X and 
D(AJ‘(t)) t D(A’(t)) if p > v. For 0 c u < 1 we let X, = D(A”(0)) and equip 
this space with the graph norm II xIIfl = /I AP(0)xll. Then X, is a Banach 
space and by (A4) the embeddings 
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are all compact for 0 < ,u < 1. For details concerning the above remarks, see 
[ 141. We make the following additional assumptions: 
(A5) The function a(t, s) is a continuous complex-valued function on 
[0, T] x [0, T] and satisfies a uniform Holder condition in the first place 
with exponent p; i.e., there exists a constant a,, > 0 such that 
Ia(t,s)-u(z,s)l <a, It-SIP 
for all 0 6 t, s, z < T. 
(A6) Let W c X, , W, c X, be open sets in X, , XP, respectively, and 
suppose W c W,. Let 
g: [0, T] x W + X, 
f: [0, T] x W, + X 
be continuous functions. Suppose that for each y E W, y’ E W, there are 
constants r > 0, r’ > 0, b, > 0, c0 > 0, 0 < q, y < 1 such that if 
B,(y; r) = {z E X, : II z - y II 1 G I>, 
I?,( y’; r’) = {z’ E X, : II z’ - y’ 1) ~ < r’ > 
then B,( y; r) c W, B,( y’; r’) c W, and we have 
II df, Yl)-gt4 Y2H dh II Yl -Y,II, (2.3) 
II.04 Y;)-f(s, Y;)II ~cow--lq+ II Y;-Y;Il:I (2.4) 
for all 0 < s, t < T, y, and y, in B,( y; r), y; and y; in BP( y’; r’). 
Assumptions (Al)-(A3) imply that the Sobolevskii-Tanabe theory of 
parabolic equations is applicable. This means that there is a unique fun- 
damental solution { U(t, s); 0 < s < t < T} of the homogeneous equation 
(1.3) for 0 < t < T (see [ 141). Now consider the nonhomogeneous Cauchy 
problem 
u’(t)+A(t)u(t)=h(t), t, <t< T, 
u(to) = 240. 
(2.5) 
Let Cp( [to, T]; X) denote the space of all X-valued functions h(t) which 
are uniformly Holder continuous on [to, T] with exponent B. Define 
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Then C”( [I,, 7J; X) is a Banach space with respect to the norm 
It is well known that if h E Cp( [to, 7’1; X) then the function 
u(t) = U(t, t,)u, + I ’ U( t, s) h(s) ds, t,<tdT, 10 
is continuous from [to, T] to X, continuously differentiable from (to, T] to 
X and is the unique solution of (2.5) on t, < t < T. Moreover, if u0 E D(A) 
then u(t) is continuously differentiable on [to, T] and satisfies (2.5) on 
to 6 t< T. 
3. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, AND CONTINUATION 
We first consider local solutions of (1.1 ), (1.2). Given u0 E W we shall say 
that u(t) is a strong solution of (l.l), (1.2) on an interval [to, to + S] if 
u(t) E W for all t, < t 6 t, + 6, u(t) is continuously differentiable from 
[to, t, +S] to X, u(t,)=u,, and u(t) satisfies (1.1) on [to, t, +S]. 
To prove local existence we choose u0 E W and let r > 0, r’ > 0 be chosen 
so that the closed balls B, =B,(u,; r) and B, =B,(u,; r’) satisfy the 
assumptions of (A6). Let N> 0 denote the embedding constant for 
X, + X,,. By taking r smaller if necessary, we may assume that Nr < r’. We 
then have 
{y’~X,:/lu,--‘11,6Nr}cB,c W,. 
Let L > 0, 0 < p < 1 be fixed constants and define sets 
E,={uEC([t,,t,+6];X,): ,,c;yp,+s I14t)--oI11 Gr) 
. . 
E, = {o~C([t,, t, +6];X,):v(t,) 
II u(t + h) - o(t) lip d Lh”, to G t 6 t + h d to + 6). 
Foreachu~E,wedefinef,(t)=f(t,u(t))fortodtdto+6.From(A6)we 
see that f, is Holder continuous on [to, to + S] with exponent n = 
min(q, /?y). We now consider the problem 
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/ 
u’(t) + A(t) u(t) = i’ a(& s) g(s, u(s)) ds 
f0 
(P”) + f”(f), t, < t < t, + 6, 
u( to) = 240. 
THEOREM 1. For any choice of L > 0, 0 < /I < 1, there is a constant 6 > 0 
such that for each v E E, the problem (P,) has a unique strong solution u,(t) 
on [to, to + S]. 
Proof The proof of this theorem can be accomplished by essentially the 
same argument as in Theorem 1 of [ 181. Thus we shall omit the details. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Let L > 0 be fixed and 0 < B < 4 (1 - p). Then there is a 
constant 6 > 0 such that the Cauchy problem (1.1 ), (1.2) has a strong solution 
u(t) on Z= [to, t,+6] satisfying UEE, nE, nC’(I;X), 
ProoJ: Given v E E, we have by Theorem 1 a unique solution u, E E, of 
problem (P,) on Z= [t,, t, + S] which is given by 
u,(t) = u(t, t&o + j’ u(t, s) {Gu,(s) + fAs)} 4 t E z. 
10 
Using standard arguments similar to the proof of Theorem 6 in [ 181 it is 
easy to see that if 6 > 0 is sufficiently small, then u, E E,. 
We now define a mapping K on E, by Ku = u,. Then K is well defined 
and maps E, into itself. We show that K is continuous. Let v,, v E E, be 
such that v, + v in C(Z; X,). Let u, = Ku,, u = Ku then 
u,(t)-u(t)=J’ U(t,s)(Gu,(s)-Gu(s))ds 
to 
’ + s U(t, s)(f&) -f,(s)) ds. 10 
By standard arguments we have for all t E Z 
l~j ’ U( t, s)( Gun(s) - Gu(s)) ds dC[(ao+a,)6 10 1 
+a,~1-81b,IIu,-uIl.~,:,,,, 
where C>O is constant and aa0 =sup{Ia(t,s)j: O<s, t<T}. 
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Now let E > 0 be given and suppose t, < t - E < t. Then 
We first consider Jk and use [14, Corollary, p. 1271 to obtain 
I~J!,i~,4Csu~l/f(~,v,(~))-f(~,~(s))ll~”/r-sI-~ds 
s.51 to 
6 CW I t - to I -In E) II V, - 0 II yc(,;X,). 
Similarly, 
f IIJ~III GC s II A(t) Vf, $1 II II L.(s) - fu,W II ds t--E 
+ C s,‘, II A(f) VG 3) I/ II f,(t) -f,(s) II ds 
<2c 
s 
I, (t-s)*-l ds=F. 
For the last term J;1 we have 
A(t) jr U(t,s)xds= j’ A(t)[U(t,s)-e-“-“‘A”)]xds 
f-E f-8 
+ [Z- ePyx 
for x E X. So by [ 14, Lemma 11.7.11 we have 
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Therefore 11 J: II 1 < C(g + 1) 1) u,, - u Il;cl;xP,. Combining the estimates gives 
IIU,(t)--U(~)ll1 ~C{C(%+%)~+%~l-D1 
x&l ll~“--ullc(I;x,)+c In It--01 
( 
-1nc+;+1 IIV.-vIl:(,:.#,+2c~. 
> 
(3.1) Pt 
Now suppose t-c < t, < t, then we decompose 
s t WC W”“(S) - f”(S)) & to 
s ’ = U(f, wt.(s) - L,(t)) ds 4 
f - s U(t, sub) -L(~)) ch to 
f + s wt, s)(f,,W -f,(t)) h. *iI 
It follows that 
111 
t U(t,s)(fJs)-.f&))ds <ZCI~-y 
to II 1 
+c(JJ++ 1) (Iv, -oll~(,;x,,. 
Therefore 
+c ( > c+ 1 II4I -41yc(I;x,,. (3.2) 
Combining (3.1), (3.2) gives 
II %x(t) - u(t) II 1 G Q(6) &I II U” - UII C(lX,) 
+C In6-Ine+EZ+1 
( a ) 
x II u, - lJ II yc(qJ + 2cE”Y 92 
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for all t, d t < f, + 6. Choose 6 > 0 so that Cq(G)b, < 4. Then 
1124, ---uII~(~~,) 62C Ink?-lnef:+ 1 
( > 
4C.5” 
I/u, -uII~C(~~,, +-. 
n 
It follows that 
4CE” 
lim sup II h - u II c(I;x,) 6 -. n’cc n 
Since E > 0 was arbitraly, we obtain /I u, -u IIc(,;x,J -+ 0 as n + co. 
Therefore K is continuous from E, into C(Z; X, ). 
Now let (0, } be any sequence in E,. Then {u,(t)} is bounded in X, and 
u,(t) = Ku,(t) is bounded in X, . Thus {u,(t)> is precompact in X, and also 
11 u,(t + h) - u,(t) lip d LhB for all t, < t < t + h < t, + 6, n = 1,2, 3, . . . . Hence 
{u,} is equicontinuous in C(I; X,) and so it has a convergent subsequence 
in C(Z; X,). Thus K is a compact operator on E,. Since E, is closed, boun- 
ded, and convex, it follows from Schauder’s fixed point theorem that there 
exists u E E, such that Ku = u. Thus u is a strong solution of (l.l), (1.2) on 
[to, to + 61. Q.E.D. 
We now consider the problem of uniqueness of solutions of (l.l), (1.2). 
This question does not seem to be obvious and we can give a positive 
result only in the case when X is a Hilbert space. We shall always suppose 
that y = 1 in assumption (A6) and assume that we have two solutions u,(t), 
uz(t) satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 2. Then the difference u(t) = 
ui(t) - uz(t) satisfies the inequality 
I/ u’(t) + I u(t) II <a,bo j’ II 4s) II, ds 
RI 
+ co II u(t) II UT to d t d to + 6. 
So we consider a general integrodifferential inequality 
II u’(t) + A(t) 41) II G C, j-’ II A(s) u(s) II ds 
k-l 
+ c, II u(t) II@” to dldf,, 
4to) = 0, 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
where C, > 0, C, > 0 are constants. Using some ideas from [ 151 we show 
that (3.3), (3.4) has only the trivial solution u(t) = 0, to < t < t,. 
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THEOREM 3. Let X be a complex Hilbert space and let u(t) be a function 
in C( [to, t,]; X,) n C’( [to, t,]; X) which satisfies the integrodifferential 
inequality (3.3), (3.4). Then u(t) = 0 for all t, < t 6 t, . 
Prooj We first extend u(t) and A(t) continuously to ( - 00, + co) by 
setting u(t)=O, A(t)=A(t,) for t<t,, and u(t)=u(t,), A(t)=A(t,) for 
t > t,. Then (3.3) holds for all t < t, except possibly at t = t,. Choose two 
real numbers c, d with d> 0 such that c + d < t, and c + 5d< t,. Let 
[ E C?( - co, + co) be a test function such that i(t) = 1 if d < t < 4d, i(t) = 0 
if t < 0 or t > 5d, and 0 < (‘(t) 6 1 for all t. Let 0 < 0 be given and define 
LJt) = C( t - c), u(t) = e”‘[,.(t) u(t) for all t. Then u E C( IF!; X,) with compact 
support and u’(t) is continuous on R except possibly at t = to. Let 
A,(t) = iA( where i= fl. Then (3.3) can be written 
!I f&J(t) u(t) II 
GC, I f II Al(s) 4s) II ds + c2 II u(t) Ilp 10 
for - cc < t < t,, t # to. We define 
B,(t) = A,(t) - ial, -cocOttm, 
-m<ttt,,t#t,, 
(3.5) 
g(t) = f eY.(t) u(t) + c%.(t) f(t), -co<<<<. 
Then 
f$-B,W=g(t), -co<tt<,t#to. (3.6) 
Let R(& B,(t)) denote the resolvent of B,(t). Then if A is real, we have by 
C.42) 
IlR(d;B,(t))Il~,i.,+2,~,+~, -co<<<<. 
From the relation A,(t) B;‘(t) = I+ iaB;‘(t) it follows that 
II 4dt)xII G (1 + W II B,(t)x il, XEX,, -cooOtt<. 
We rewrite (3.6) as 
f$-B,(c)u(t)=h(t), (3.7) 
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where 
h(t) = k!(t) + [B,(t) - B,(c)1 4th (3.8) 
Let t:(n) denote the Fourier transform of o(t), 
l?(A) =- h I+: ec”‘u(t) dr, 
then from (3.7) we have Z(A)- B,(c) ti(n)=&l) and this implies 
(1 + I(7 I) II WI II + II J4~) II G 2c II 44 II. S’ mce h(t) is piecewise continuous 
with compact support, we may apply Plancherel’s Theorem to obtain 
< 4c” 
s 
+cc IIh(t)l)*dt. 
-02 (3.9) 
Now from (A3) and the fact that )I A(t) u(t) )I # 0 only if c < t < c + 5a’ it 
follows by (3.8) that 
II h(f) II G II g(t) II + C(W” II&(t) u(t) IL -co<<<<. 
From (3.6) we have 
II C(t) II 2 (1 + 2w’ II AI(t) u(t) II - II ET(t) II 
so that from (3.9) there is a constant C3 >O such that 
< c, s +O” II&)ll’d~ --m 
+ C3(5d)‘* j+m /IA,(t) v(t)ll* dt. 
-00 
(3.10) 
By (3.5) we have 
II f%(t) f(f) II G C,~,(t) + C,Z,(tL -cooOtt<, (3.11) 
where 
Z,(r) = e%(t) j’ II -44s) 4s) II 4 
10 
Z2(f) = e”‘i,(t) II u(t) IIp = II u(t) IIp. 
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Now cc(t) is nonincreasing for t B c + d and since c + d < t,, it follows from 
Cauchy-Schwarz and integration by parts that 
x if(t) II A,(t) u(t) II * dt 
++&,)j+I II&WW,l*dt. (3.12) 
By the interpolation inequality [ 14, Lemma 11.14.11 we have 
(3.13) 
Now I( g(t)lI < IIe”‘5:.(t)u(t)II + IIe”‘i,(t)f(t)il so that by (3.11~(3.13) we 
have 
+O” II&(t)4t)l12dt -02 
+E-iJ +O” s em IIdt)ll*dt . 
Substitution into (3.10) gives 
(l+ia~)~[+~ I~u(t)ll’dt+j)~ II&(t)~(t)112dt 
-m 
G 2c, s ;+ II e”‘t:.(t) u(t) II* dt 
X 
I +m II&(t) u(t) II2 dt -m 
+4c&c&-p +* s II u(t) II2 dt. --oD (3.14) 
505/71/2-z 
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It follows that there exists crO < 0, do > 0, and &o > 0 such that if D d go and 
O<d<d, then 
Now we choose c and d such that c + d= to and 0 < d < do. Then from 
(3.15) we have 
as a+ --ccI. 
It follows that u(t) = 0 for all to 6 t < to + 2do. Stepping off intervals of 
length 2do gives the result. Q.E.D. 
We now consider the problem of differentiability of the solutions of (1.1) 
(1.2) with respect to t given in Theorem 2. The statement of our result is 
very similar to many other results on differentiation of abstract parabolic 
differential equations and parabolic integrodifferential equations in Banach 
spaces given in the literature (see [ 12, 181). We therefore omit most of the 
details. However, because of the lack of uniqueness, the usual methods for 
proving differentiability (for example, [ 19, Corollary 3.4.61) will not work 
in our situation in general Banach spaces. Thus we have to modify our 
assumptions onf(l, U) and allow only mild nonlinearities. Our purpose for 
presenting this theorem is that is useful for the study of asymptotic 
behavior given in Section 4. 
In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 2, let us further assume that 
the following conditions hold: 
(C,) The mapping t -+ A(t) is strongly continuously differentiable 
from [0, 7’1 to 9(X,, X) and we set A”‘(t) y = (d/dr) A(t)y. We assume 
that A”‘(t) A - ‘(0) is uniformly bounded on 0 < t < T and that 
IIC~‘l’~t~-A”‘(s)lA~l(0)ll~Clt-s(”, 0 d s, t < T. 
(ai) The kernel a(t, s) is uniformly Holder continuous along the 
diagonal of [0, T] x [0, T]: [a(& f)-a(s,s)l <a, It--sip, O<s, t< T. Also 
the partial derivative (a/at) a(& s) = a,(t, s) exists and is continuous on 
[0, T] x [0, T]. Furthermore, a,(& s) is uniformly Holder continuous on 
[0, T] in the first place with exponent p: 
Ia,(4J)--a,(5s)l Qa, If--zlP, 0 6 t, T, s ,< T. 
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(g) For each compact set Kc W there are positive constants C > 0, 
0 < y, q < 1 such that 
for all y, , y, E K and 0 < s, t < T. 
(f) The function f: [0, T] x W, + X is continuously differentiable 
with Frechet derivative grad f(t, U) = (f,(t, u), f,(t, u)). The operator 
grad f(t, U) is a bounded linear transformation from R x X, into X and we 
also assume that grad f(t, U) is well defined as a bounded linear transfor- 
mation from R x A’ in X. Furthermore, we assume that the mapping 
(t, U) -P grad f(t, u) is Holder continuous from [0, T] x K, into 
Y(R x X, X) for each compact set K, c W,. 
Remark. The assumption of Holder continuity stated in (f) is 
equivalent to assuming separate Holder continuity for each of the partial 
Frechet derivatives fi(t, U) and f,,(t, U) from [0, T] x K, into 9(lR, X) and 
9(X), respectively. 
By examining the equation which results from formally differentiating 
(1.1) with respect to t, it is clear that it is sufficient to prove a uniform 
Holder condition for the solutions u(t) in the X, -norm. This can be accom- 
plished by standard arguments as in the case of Lemma 4 of [ 181. We state 
the result for t, = 0 in the following lemma and omit the proof. 
LEMMA 1. Let u(t) be a strong solution of (1.1 ), (1.2) gioen by 
Theorem 2 on some interval [0, t,]. Let Oc o < 4 min(a, PZ), where 
PZ = min(q, fly) and let E > 0 be given. Then u(t) is unzformly Holder 
continuous in the X,-norm on [E, t,] with exponent w: 
THEOREM 4. Let u(t) be a strong solution of (1.1) (1.2), with to = 0, 
gioen by Theorem2 on some inter& [0, tl]. Suppose that (C,), (a,), (g), 
and (f) are satisfied. Then u(t) is twice strongly continuously dtfferentiable in 
the X-norm on the interval (0, tl] and satisfies the integrodifferential 
equation 
u”(?)+A(t)u’(?)+A(‘)(?)u(?) 
= ; a,((, s) g(s, u(s)) ds + 46 0 g(t, 40) I 
+ft(t, 4t))+f,(t, 40) u’(t), o<t<t,. (3.16) 
If, in addition, we have u’(O)cD(A) then u(t) satisfies (3.16) at t=O. 
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Proof: The argument is the same as in [ 13, Theorem 11.8.11 or in [ 17, 
Theorem 41 and we omit the details. We note that uniqueness of solutions 
is not required for these arguments. Q.E.D. 
We conclude this section with some remarks about noncontinuable 
solutions of (l.l), (1.2). It is expected that an a priori estimate in the 
X, -norm on u(t) should produce a global solution defined on [0, r]. This 
is, in fact, the case under slightly stronger assumptions on g and f: Results 
of this type are quite familiar in the literature (see [ 18,251) and we do not 
pursue the details. In the statement of the theorem given below, we replace 
assumptions (A6) by a slightly stronger condition: 
(A6)’ Let W c Xi, W, c X, and g, f be given as in (A6). Let B,, B, 
be any pair of sets such that B, c W is closed bounded in X, and B, c W, 
is closed bounded in X,. Then there are constants b, > 0, c,, > 0, 0 < 4, 
y < 1 such that (2.3), (2.4) hold for all 0 <s, t < T, y, and y, in B,, y; and 
y; in B,. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that (Al )-(A5) and (A6)’ hold. Let u(t) be a non- 
continuable solution of 
u’(t) + A(t) u(t) = j; a(& s) g(s, u(s)) ds 
on a maximal interval of existence [0, To), 0 c To < T. Then for each closed 
bounded set B c W with nonempty interior Int B, there is a sequence {t,,} 
such that t,+T; andu(t,)$IntBforalZn>l. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
Let s2 c [w” be a bounded domain with a smooth boundary a&J and 
assume that n 2 3. We consider the following parabolic integrodifferential 
equation: 
Ul(t, x)- i Di(aij(x) Dj”(t, x)) 
i,j= 1 
x 
{ 
$, ~,(a&) D,u(.c xl) + go(u(s, x))} 4 
(CX)E(O, ~)XQ, (4.1) 
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u( t, x) = 0, if (t, x) E (0, co) x %2, (4.2) 
40, x) = &h if ~~52. (4.3 1 
Under suitable assumptions we shall prove that u( t, x) converges uniformly 
on Q as t + co to a strong solution u(x) of the semilinear elliptic boundary 
value problem 
i, j = I 
= fdx) + fi(U(X)) + Gh(4x)), XEQ, (4.4) 
u(x) = 0, if XE%~, (4.5) 
where a = jr a(s) ds and &(x) = lim, _ co fo(t, x). 
We make the following assumptions on (4.1)-(4.3): 
(i) aq E C’(n), u&x) = uji(x) and C;j=, au(x) titj 2 c0 I< I2 for all 
XEQ, t=(r,,52 )..., &JEIW”, l<i,j<n. 
(ii) g,: [w + I&! is monotone increasing and Lipschitz continuous on 
bounded sets in Iw. Furthermore, 
I go( <ccl+ IuI9, I ; g,(s) ds 2 0, 
for all u E Iw, where C > 0 and 0 < q < (n + 2)/(n - 2) are constants. 
(iii) f, E C1+Y(Iw), where Ocy G 1. We also assume that either 
f;(u) < 0 for all u E [w or else I f;(u) 1 < (c&,)/4 for all UE Iw, where q, > 0 is 
the ellipticity constant given in (i) and A,, is the principle eigenvalue of the 
Laplacian in Q. Furthermore, there is a constant C > 0 such that 
Ifi(U)l <C(l+ lu14h for all 24 E [w, 
where q is the constant given in (ii). 
(iv) f0 E C’( [0, co); L’(Q)) n L”( [0, co) x Q) and lim,, o. fo(t, x) = 
&(x) exists a.e. x E 52. 
(v) The kernel function a E C*( [0, co)) with u(t) 2 0, u’(t) < 0 for all 
t 2 0. Furthermore, u’(t) + c,&z(t) d 0 and u”(t) + c,&u’(t) 2 0 for all 
t 2 0. 
(vi) j7 e -“‘u(t) dt # 1 for all Re(s) 2 0. 
A family of kernels u(t) satisfying (v) can be constructed in the following 
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manner. Let h E C’( [0, co)) be a function such that h(t) < 0, h’(t) > 0 for all 
t 3 0. Suppose also that 
s 
x 
ecoior 1 h(t) 1 dt < a0 < co 
0 
for some constant a0 > 0. Define 
u(t) = c(oe-"O'.O' + 
I 
’ e-COiO(f-"'h(s) ds, t 2 0. 
0 
Then a(t) > 0 and a’(t) + c,A,a(t) = h(t) for all t 2 0. Thus a(t) satisfies (v). 
Let 1 Q p < co and put X= Lp(s2). Define A in Lp(Q) by 
n 
(Au)(x) = - C Di(uij(x) Dju(x)), a.e. XER, (4.6) 
i, j = 1 
24 ED(A) = wyc?) n w;qq. (4.7) 
Then -A is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup 
U(t)=e-‘” in X (see [24]). Put X, =D(A) and X, =D(A”) where 
l/2 + n/(2p) < /A < 1, and equip these spaces with their corresponding graph 
norms. Definefand g by 
f(4 u)(x) = fo(t, xl +fl(4x)), a.e. x E 52, u E X,, 
g(u)(x) = -Au(x) + go(u(x)), a.e. x E 52, u E X,. 
Since X, c XV c C’(Q) (see [24, p. 243, Theorem 4.3]), it is clear that f 
and g satisfy the assumptions of Sections 2 and 3. Hence given u. E A’, 
there exists a noncontinuable solution u(t, X) of (4.1)-(4.3) on a maximal 
domain [0, To) x 52 satisfying the conclusions of Theorems 2 and 4. Using 
Theorem 5 we shall show that To = + co and that u(t, x) converges to a 
weak solution u(x) of the semilinear elliptic boundary value problem (4.4), 
(4.5). 
Of crucial importance to our whole argument is the following energy 
inequality due to Engler [ 10, 111. 
LEMMA 2. Let a, b E C’( [0, co)) and let continuous real-valued functions 
go, g 1, . . . . g, E C( R” + ’ ) be given such that 
(1) there exists a C’ convex function H: Rnfl -+ R such that 
VH= (go, g,, . . . . g,); 
(2) u(t)>O, u’(t)<0 for all ta0; 
(3) b(t)>Ofor all t>O; 
(4) for each t > 0 the map t + b( t + 2) u’(t) is nondecreasing. 
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Then for every set vO, ul, . . . . v, E C’( [0, co)) we have 
F. j; b(s) G(s) {-$ ji a@- 4 g,(v,(z), . ..) v,(t)) df} ds 
2 a(t) b(t) H(uo(t), . . . . v,(l)) - 40) WI 
x Woo(O), .. . . v,(O)) - ji [g (a(s) KY))] 
x H(v,(s), . . . . v,(s)) ds. 
Proof We put I?= (v,, . . . . v,), then we write 
a(s-t) g,(o(t))dz 
where 
I= i j’ b(s) u;(s) a(0) g,(V(s)) ds, 
i=O O 
J= f j’ b(s) v:(s) { js a’(s - 5) g,(V(z)) dT} ds. 
r=O 0 0 
By hypothesis (1) we have 
I= b(t) a(0) H(ti(t)) - b(0) a(0) H(U(0)) 
-a(O) j: b’(s) H(G(s)) ds 
= ‘a(O)b(J)$H(u(s))ds. 
5 0 
(4.8) 
Given I. > 0 we have by convexity 
H(5)-ff(5-+)GA f g,(<)qj, for all 5, q E R”+ I. (4.9) 
i=O 
We chose 
5i = v,(t), 
vi = b(t) a’(2 - 2) v,(t) - b(r) a’(0) vi(~) 
- s : -$ (b(s) a’(s - T)) ui(s) ds. 
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Then by (4.9) we have 
H(C(z)) - H( [ 1 + Lb(r) a’(O)] U(t) - Lb(t) a’(t - Z) v(t) 
+A 1 (b(s) a’(3 - 5) c(s) ds)} dT 
We fix t and T  with T  < t. We choose A > 0 so small that 
1 + U(a) a’(0) 2 0, 
By hypotheses (2) and (3) we have 
-h(t)a’(t-a)>O, 
and by hypothesis (4) we have 
&S)U’(S-T))>o, T<Sdt. 
o<oot. 
OQa<t, 
Since we also have 
[ 1 + Ab( T) U’(o)] - Ab( t) U’( t - T)  
+ 1 jI’f (b(s) u’(s - T)) ds = 1 
we may apply Jensen’s inequality to the convex function H and obtain 
J>j’b(l)a’(t-~)H(G(t))dz- j’b(T)a’(O)H(o(r))dT 
0 0 
-.I s ; :$ (b(S) U’(S - T)) H(iT(s)) ds h 
= b(s) u’(s - T) $ H(C(s)) ds dz. 
Therefore by (4.8) and Fubini’s Theorem we have 
Z+Jka(t)b(t) H(i$t))-u(O)b(O) H(C(0)) 
This proves the lemma. 
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We shall also need the following interpolation result. 
LEMMA 3. Let p > n > 3 and l/2 + n/(2p) <p < 1. Suppose that 
p(%-2)-2n <E< P(+-2)-2n 
p(4~ + n) - 2n p(4p+n-2)-2n’ 
Then there is a constant C > 0 such that 
II u II C’(D) G c II A% II 2& II u II&qq, for all u E D(AN). (4.10) 
Proof: We first recall some general facts. Suppose p > n and 
0 < 1< 1 - n/p. Then it is well known (see [ 1, Proposition 4.11) that 
II fJ II cl +“@I) G c II A”24 II LP(f2)Y for all u E D(A”), (4.11) 
where l/2 + 1/2 + n/(2p) < a < 1. Also if n > 3 and 2 < r < (2n)/(n - 2) then 
by [14, p. 25, Eq. (9.9)] we have 
II 24 II c’(a) G c II u II:l+“(rl) II u llZ&> for all UE C’+‘(a), (4.12) 
where 6 = (n + r)/(n + Ar +r). From the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem we 
have W’~*(L?) + L’(Q) if 2 <r < (2n)/(n - 2). Thus (4.11) and (4.12) imply 
II u II C’(0) G c II A”u II L(Q) II 24 IIty;-&?), foralluED(Aa), (4.13) 
where 6 = (n + r)/(n + lr + r). 
We prove (4.10) by using (4.13). The main difference between these two 
inequalities is that there is no mention of the variables L and r in (4.10). 
We first choose l/2 + n/(2p) <p, < p < 1 such that 
P(P, - 2) - 2n p(4P1 - 2) - 2n 
p(4pL, +n)-2n <&<p(4p, +n-2)-2n’ 
(4.14) 
Choose 0 < 2 < 1 such that l/2 + n/(2p) + i1/2 = p1 and let 6 = 1 -E. Then 
by (4.14) we have 
n 
<6< 
n+2 
n + 21 n + 2(1+ 1) 
So if we let 
(4.15) 
then s=(n+r)/(n+k+r) and 2<r<(2n)/(n-2). So by (4.13), with 
c( = p,, we obtain the desired result. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 4. Let the assumptions (i)-(v) be satisfied and let u(t, x) be a 
noncontinuable solution of (4.1 t(4.3) with maximal domain [0, T,) x 52, 
O<T,,,<+cc.Letb(t)=e”‘wheren=c,E.,>O. Then,forallO<T<T,we 
have 
I b(T) lu,(T, x)1* d.xd Co(uo, T), R 
T  
s s 
b(t) IVu,(t,~)l~dxdtdCl(uo, T), 
0 R 
where C,( uo, T) and C,( uo, T) depend only on u. and the integral 
b(t) I fb(t, x) I* dx dt, 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
where f b = df,/dt. 
Proof: Differentiate (4.1) with respect to t, multiply by b(t) u,( t, x), and 
integrate over [0, T] x Q (we use the summation convention for repeated 
indices): 
i b(t) u,(t, xl u,,(t, xl dx dt l&T1 x ~2 
-! CRT1 x R b(t) Ul(t, X) Di(aii(X) DjUl(t, X) dx dt 
= 
s 
b(t) u,(t, x)fb(f, x)dxdt 
CRT1 x f2 
+ J b(t)f;(4t,x)) uf(t, x)dxdt CO.77 x ~2 
+ s b(t) dt, xl CO.Tl x R $ ji 4t -s)(D,(a,(x) Dp4.cx)) 
We define 
+ g(u(s, x))} ds dx dt. (4.19) 
Hw)=;,$ (x, ()EQX [Wn+l. 
,,,= 1 
a&) tz5j + Jio g(s) ds, 
0 
Then 4 + H(x, 5) is a positive C’ convex function with VH = 
(go, g,, . . . . g,) where 
so(t) = s(50), gitx, 5)= i av(x)t,, i=l n. 3 . . . . 
i= I 
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So by Lemma 2 with u,, = U, vi = D,u we obtain 
z -40) H(x, u,(x), Vu,(x)) (4.20) 
So from (4.19) and (4.20), after integrating by parts, we obtain 
;s R b(T) W’,x)l’dx-fj,W) Iu,(0,x)12dx 
-;joTb’(t)jQ Iu,(t,x)l’dxdt 
+ co s s 
Tb(t) IVu,(t,x)l’dxdt 
0 R 
d Tb(t) s s u,(f, x) fb(t, x) dx dl 0 R 
+ i“b(t) f f;(u(c xl) u:(t, x) dx df 
0 R 
+ 40) jQ H( x, u,(x), Vu,(x)) dx. 
By Poincart’s inequality we have 
il, lVu,(t,x)12d.&.ojQ b,kx)12dx 
and b’(t) = c,A, b( t). Hence 
CO 
s s 
‘b(t) IVu,(t,x)l*dxdt 
0 D 
(4.21) 
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From assumption (iii) we have 
7 s i h(f) f;(u(t, x)) uf(f, x) dx df 0 R 
* 7 COAO 
<To Q I I b(t) uf(t, x) dx dt. 
So from (4.21) 
+ joT b(t) Jo u,(t, ~1 fb(r, XI dx dt 
+ 40) i, ff( x, u,(x), Vu,(x)) dx. 
By Cauchy-Schwarz we have 
+f2+ 112 b(t) MC x1 I2 dx 
X b(t) IfbU,-4l’dx 
where 
M2 = jQ I u,(O, x) I2 dx + 2a(O) s, H(x, u,(x), Vu,(x)) dx. 
By [S, Lemma AS] we have 
lj2 
b(t) Ifb(t,x)l’dx dt. 
(4.22) 
This proves (4.16) where we use (4.1) to calculate ~~(0, x) in terms of uo(x). 
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To obtain the second estimate we use (4.21) to obtain 
T 
CO s s b(t) 0 n 
3colo T 
+40 R -s i 
b(t) Iu,(t,x)l*dxdt 
+ jTh(t) j ~,(t, xl fb(r, x) dx dt 
0 R 
+ 40) ja M x, uo(x), Vu,(x)) dx. (4.23) 
We use (4.16) and (4.22) to estimate 
3~~1, T 
-I s 
b(t) Iu,(t,x)12dxdt 
40 R 
in terms of uo(x) and the integral (4.18). The other terms of (4.23) can also 
be similarly handled. This proves (4.17). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6. Let assumptions (it(v) be satisfied and let u(t, x) be a non- 
continuable solution of (4.1)-(4.3) with maximal domain[O, To) x Sz, 
0 < To < + co. Suppose that 
e*’ 1 fb( t, x) I2 dx dt<q (4.24) 
where R = coAo > 0. Then there is a constant C > 0 such that 
II A”u(t) II Lfyf2)G c O<t< To. (4.25) 
This implies that To = + 00. Further, u(t, x) converges uniformly on Sz as 
t -+ + co to a strong solution u(x) of the semilinear elliptic boundary value 
problem (4.5), (4.6). 
Proof: We shall first show that 
SUP II u(t) II w*(n) < co. 
o<r<r(J 
(4.26) 
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By (4.24) and Lemma 4 there is a constant C > 0 such that 
for 0 6 t < T,,. From the inequality 
’ II u(t) II wqn) < II uo II wqn) + i‘ ll U,(T) ll wqn) dr 0 
we then obtain (4.26). 
Next we write (4.1)-(4.3) as an abstract equation in Lp(Q): 
u’(t) + Au(t) = i); 4r -s) dub)) ds + L,(t) + .fi(u(t)), 
O<t<T,, 
40) = uo, 
where A is defined by (4.6), (4.7). Setting 
Gu(t)=j‘(a(t-s) g(u(s))ds 
0 
we can represent u(t) by 
u(t) = Ul(l) + u,(t) + 4(t), 
where 
u,(t)=U(t)u,+j’U(t-s)fO(s)ds. 
0 
uz(t) = j-’ u(t - $1 fi(u(s)) 4 
0 
uJt)= -A-‘Gu(t)+J’U(t-s)AFG’u(s)ds, 
0 
and 
(4.27) 
G’u(s) =; Gu(s) = a(O) g(u(s)) + I’ a’(s - 5) g(u(z)) dz. 
0 
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So from (4.27) we have 
A’u(t)-j’U(~-s)A”u(s)ds=A’u,(,)+A”u,(t) 
0 
_ ‘A-‘+’ s 4f -s) go(u(s)) ds 0 
-u(O)j’AW(r-s)u(s)ds 
0 
+u(O)j~A-I+” u(t -s) go(u(s)) ds 
0 
-j’d”U(r-s) j’a’(s-r)u(?)drds 
0 0 
+ j;A-l+” U(t-s) 
i 
s 
X a’(~-r) g,(u(T))dt ds. (4.28) 
0 
Let 0(r) denote the right hand side of (4.28). Then 
A%(t)=@(t)+ j&)@(s)ds, 
0 
(4.29) 
where r(t) is the resolvent kernel associated with a(t). By hypothesis (v) we 
have UE L’(0, a). From this fact and assumption (vi) it follows from 
[21, Theorem 5.23 that r E L’(0, co). 
We now estimate the LP-norm of @i(t). Since u. ED(A) and 
f. E L”( [0, co) x Q), it is obvious that 11 A’%,(t) I( rrCoj < constant, for 
0 < t < To. From (2.2) we have 
II A%(t) II LP(Q) d c s ; (t-~)-‘e-~(‘-‘) llf,(u(s))Il~o~~~d~. 
From assumption (iii) we have 
II fI(4t))ll.P G C(1 + II 4t)II&u), O<t< To. 
By [ 14, Theorem I.lO.l] we have for any UED(A~) 
II 0 II YLrqn, < c II fJ II gh(Q) II u$($‘, 
1 2n a=- 
pq n-2 . ( > 
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(4.30) 
where l=q(l -a) and (p(4p - 2) - 2n)/(p(4p + 2) - 2n) <E < 
(p(4p--2)-2n)/p(4,~++-2)-2n). Let /?=Ql -a) then O<j?< 1 since 
0 <q < (n + 2)/(n - 2) and from (4.30) it follows that 
where 11=1--j?>O, PA=(/-/l)/(l-/I)>0 and C does not depend on q. 
Therefore 
Letting u = u(t) in (4.31) and applying (4.26) gives 
II .f*(4t)) II o(n) G WI’ II AWf) Ilup, + C,(v)), O<t< To, 
for all 0 < r] < co, where C does not depend on q. Therefore 
x II A%) II u(n) ds + C,(v), 
for 0 < t < To, where C does not depend on q. In a similiar manner we 
estimate the remaining terms in @p(t) to obtain 
II Q(f) II U(R) d VP s ‘W-4 IIAW~)IILP~R~~~ 0 
+ C,(v), O<t< To, 
for a suitable constant p E (0, l), where BE L’(0, co). Then by (4.29) and 
by choosing q > 0 sufficiently small, we obtain (4.25). 
It now follows from (4.25) that u(t, x) and Vu(t, x) are uniformly boun- 
ded on [0, To) x 52. Hence there are constants C, > 0, C, > 0, C, > 0 such 
that 
II d4t)) II LP(Q) GC, II4t)II,,,) +c,, 
II f(G u(t)) II U(Q) d c, 
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for all 0 < t < T,. A simple Gronwall argument produces an estimate 
II u(t) II D(aj < Constant, O<t<T,. 
By Theorem 5 we conclude that To = + co. 
It only remains to prove convergence of u(t, x) as t + + co. By (4.25), 
Lemma 3, and the Poincart inequality we have for a suitable positive 
constant E, 
II u(t) - 47) II C’(D) G c II AP(4t) - 47)) II &., II u(t) -U(T) Phqn) 
,,~~~~v~.(s)ds~~~~(y). OG47-c +co. 
Using (4.24) and Lemma 4 gives 
So there is a function UE C’(a) such that u(t, x) + u(x) and 
Vu(t, x) +Vu(x) uniformly on Q as t--t + co. Let cp E C,“(Q) then from 
(4.1) we have 
i J” u(t, x) Cp(x) dX + f S ai Dju(t, XI Dick dx R i,j=l R 
= 1 
R 
fo(t, xl dx) dx + j- fi(u(t, xl) cpb) dx 
R 
- f 
i, j  = 1 
1’ a(t - s) il, au(x) D,u(t, x) Diq(x) dx ds 
O 
+ j-; 4t - s) s, go(4s, xl) cp(x) dx ds. 
Letting t -+ + co and using the uniform convergence gives 
= s, fob) dx) dx + jQ { fi(u(x)) 
+r 0 
505i71/2-3 
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Thus U(X) is a weak solution of (4.4), (4.5) and the regularity off,, gO,f,, 
and a,; implies that U(X) is a strong solution of (4.4), (4.5). Q.E.D. 
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